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D e v ice f or the m an u al application o f b ra k e s and the
accelerator , f or in s tallation in v ehicle s w ith an
a u to m at i c g e a r - b ox
B . D. F. D e v ice Serial n u m b er :

Vehicle m an u fact u rer :

T y pe :

N u m b er o f cha s s i s :
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D e s cription o f the
operation o f the
de v ice

The device is designed in such a way that by moving a lever, by hand, the brakes can be applied
or the accelerator pushed down, and what is most important for safety is that both functions
cannot be applied at the same time. When the device is installed the driving of the car does
not, as a whole, change, since access to the acceleration pedal and to the brake pedal in not
affected. The device is installed in such a way that, after it is removed, the vehicle returns to its
original state, and no damage occurs to the linings or other parts of the vehicle.

P u s hin g do w n the accelerator
In the case when the driver wishes to accelerate he pulls the lever towards himself, in which
case, depending on how far the lever is pulled, gas is added. If the lever is quickly pulled by the
driver towards himself, to its maximum extent (kick-down, if the vehicle is so fitted), then the
gear box changes to a lower gear and the vehicle starts to accelerate quickly.

A pply in g the b ra k e s
When the driver wishes to apply the brakes he pushes the lever away from himself, and
depending on the manual force used a corresponding braking force acts on the vehicle.
The device is welded onto a special load-bearing frame, which is bolted underneath the slides
of the driver’s seat. In order to ensure that this frame is stable it is fixed onto the front left
and right bolt of the mountings of the seat. In each type of vehicle the design of the frame is
different. It is, however, in all cases fixed at two points, which means that any movement of
the device is prevented.
The material which is used for the construction of the frame is a steel plate with the dimension
35.5 mm, of material grade S235JR+AR.
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Figure showing the device as installed

Figure showing how the device is attached to the
two pedals

Inox bolt M8

Inox self-locking nut M8

Inox bolt M8

When connecting the device to the brake pedal, a welded steel frame of the type shown
in the diagram above is used.

In the case of the steel frame which is used for the brake pedal, a flat steel bar with the
dimensions 30x10 mm, of material grade S235JR+K, is used. The bolts are made of stainless
steel with the dimensions M10 and M8, of quality 1.4304, which is also the quality of the
corresponding self-tightening nuts.
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In the case of the accelerator pedal, in general two types of pedal design are encountered. In
one case the accelerator pedal moves together with the push-rod, whereas in the other case
the pedal is fixed to the chassis of the vehicle so that it can only move radially.
Both of these versions are shown in the diagrams provided below.

Version 1

Version 2
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Material s u s ed f or
the m an u f act u rin g
o f the B . D . F . de v ice

The basic steel frame: 30x5 S235JR+Ar
The whole device: AlMgSi1 (6082)
Stainless steel: 1.4301
The lever: wooden – beech
The steel element for the brake pedal: 30X10 S235JR+K
The steel element for the accelerator pedal: AlMgSi (6082) or stainless steel 1.4301.
The connection between the device and the brake pedal consists of a pipe with dimensions
of Ø 14X1.5 mm and a cold drawn stainless steel rod with a diameter of Ø 10 mm, of material
grade 1.4301.
The connection between the device and the accelerator pedal consists of a pipe with
dimensions of Ø 10X1.5 mm and a cold drawn stainless steel rod of diameter Ø 6 mm, of
material grade 1.4301.
In the case of the connection between the device and the brake pedal, spherical bearings
having the designation M10 SIKAC and M10 SAKAC are used.
In the case of the connection between the device and the accelerator pedal spherical bearings
having the designation M6 SIKAC and M6 SAKAC are used.
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Stren g th calc u la tion s o f the de v ice
f or the b ra k e pedal

FR = 400 N

288 mm

Calculation of the force acting on the brake pedal

Checking the compressive stress in the steel rod with a diameter of Ø 10 mm

d = diameter of the rod Ø 10 mm
The compressive stress in the rod is less than the permissible compressive stress by a factor of
several times.
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Checking of the flexural stress in the bolt M10, which carries the spherical bearing on the steel
element of the brake pedal.

The stress in the bolt is less than the permissible stress.
Checking the buckling stress of the rod with a diameter of Ø 10 mm

The cross-section is

The radius of the moment of inertia amounts to

L0 = length of the steel rod Ø 10 mm
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The actual buckling stress according to the ω procedure is

ω = 6,75

This stress, too, is less than the permissible value. It should also be mentioned that the rod
with a diameter of Ø 10 mm travels along a tube with dimensions Ø 14x1,5 mm, and thus is
conducted, and is not actually exposed to such buckling as has been calculated.
In conclusion it can be stated that the rod with a diameter of Ø 10 mm is satisfactory for loadings of this kind.
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